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Abstract

Polarized processes are introduced tomodel the asymmetric interaction of systems. The asymmetry
stems from the distinction between service and request. The scheduled concurrent composition of two
polarized processes is called client–server composition or reactive composition, placing oneprocess in
the role of a client and the other process in the role of a server which is supposed to react on requests.
The technical goal of this paper is to provide a definition of reactive composition for polarized
processes and to prove that reactive composition thus defined is associative.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Program algebra is a tool for the conceptualization of programs and programming (see
[5]). It is assumed that a program is executed in a context composed of components com-
plementary to the program. While a program’s actions constitute requests to be processed
by an environment, the complementary system components in an environment are involved
in processing such requests. The requests are understood as client actions whereas the com-
plementary actions used to process requests are viewed as server actions. Server actions
may be viewed as reactions on client actions. After each request the environment may un-
dergo a state change, or a sequence of state changes, whereupon it replies with a boolean
value. Returning the reply is itself a server action. The boolean return value is used ‘by the
program’ to decide how the execution of the program will continue.
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At the semantic level requests are modeled as actions, and programs as well as other
deterministic system components are modeled as processes. System steps used for process-
ing requests are modeled as process actions as well. The distinction between clients and
servers will be made explicit by using request actions (for clients) and service actions (for
servers) which have a different syntax. In the polarized composition of systems request
actions interact with service actions adequate for serving the request.
A process will consist of three types of actions: request actions, service actions and

internal actions. Due to the difference in status of these actions, the actions and processes
involved are termed ‘polarized’ and actions have a polarity (request, service or neutral).
Processes,moreover, have polarized roles in process composition. One process uses another
one, where use involves getting requests processed via the service interface of the used
process.
From the point of view of object orientation this work is of interest because it provides a

newsemantic setting—polarizedprocesseswith request and service actions—that integrates
the behavior of an active object, e.g., a running program, with that of a passive object, e.g.,
a data structure. From the point of view of software components a possible perspective
of this work is as follows: the program notation PGA—as briefly outlined below—can be
considered as a notation for software components with process algebra as a format for its
semantics. With these viewpoints reactive composition emerges as a new composition of
software components.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly recall the essentials of the basic

polarized process algebra (BPPA) and the program algebra PGA. Section 3 introduces the
basic internal actiont and the abstraction operator�. In Section 4, we accommodate BPPA
withanewkindof compositionyielding the threadalgebra (TA) for reactivecompositionand
give a couple of example components providing the service of simple data structures such
as natural number and integer counters. In Section 5, we give an axiomatization of reactive
composition and prove the main result of this paper, namely that reactive composition thus
defined is associative. Section 6 applies this result and shows how to emulate a component
that provides the service of an integer number counter by combining a component that
counts natural numbers with a component that behaves as a one-bit cell.

2. Basic polarized process algebra

Most process algebras (e.g. CCS from[10], ACP from [3] and TCSP from [8]) are non-
polarized. This means that in a parallel composition of processP andQ, both processes
and their actions have a symmetric status. In a polarized setting each action has a definite
asymmetric status. Either it is a request or it is (part of) the processing of a request. When
a request action is processed a boolean value is returned to the process issuing the request.
When this boolean value is returned the processing of the request has completed.
Non-polarized process algebra may be considered the case in which alwaystrue is re-

turned. Polarized process algebra is significantly less elegant than non-polarized process
algebra. Its advantage concerns the more direct modeling of sequential deterministic sys-
tems. The principal example of polarized composition concerns the composition of the
behavior of a program with the behavior of a processor on which that program is running.
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BPPA is based on a collectionA of basic actions. Each action is supposed to be polarized
and to produce a boolean value when executed. In addition, its execution may have some
side-effect in an environment. One imagines the boolean value mentioned above to be
generated while this side-effect on the environment is being produced. BPPA has two
constants and two composition mechanisms, the second one of these being defined in terms
of the first one. The constants are meant to model termination and inaction.

Definition 2.1. For a collectionA of basic actions, BPPA denotes the family of processes
inductively defined by
Termination: S ∈ BPPA.

WithS(stop) terminatingbehavior is denoted; it doesnomore than terminate. Termination
actions will not have any side effect on a state.

Inaction: D ∈ BPPA.
By D (sometimes just ‘loop’) an inactive behavior is indicated. It is a behavior that
represents the impossibility of making real progress, for instance, an internal cycle of
activity without any external effect whatsoever. The inactive behavior will represent all
forms of non-successful termination, including live-lock.

Postconditional composition: For actiona ∈ A and processesP andQ in BPPA

P � a�Q ∈ BPPA.

This composition mechanism denotes the behavior that first performsa and then either
proceeds withP if true was produced or withQ otherwise.

For a ∈ A and processP ∈ BPPA, we abbreviate the postconditional composition
P � a�P by

a ◦ P
and call this composition mechanismaction prefix.

Thus, all processes in BPPA are made fromS andD by means of a finite number of
applicationsof postconditional composition. This suggests theexistenceof apartial ordering
and an operator which finitely approximates every basic process.

Definition 2.2. (1) Let� be the partial ordering on BPPA generated by the clauses
(a) for allP ∈ BPPA,D � P , and
(b) for all P,Q,X, Y ∈ BPPA,a ∈ A,

P � X & Q � Y ⇒ P � a�Q � X� a�Y.

(2) Let� : N ×BPPA→ BPPA be the approximation operator defined by the equations
(a) for allP ∈ BPPA,�(0, P ) = D,
(b) for all n ∈ N, �(n+ 1, S) = S, �(n+ 1,D) = D, and
(c) for all P,Q ∈ BPPA, n ∈ N,

�(n+ 1, P � a�Q) = �(n, P )� a� �(n,Q).

We shall write�n(P ) instead of�(n, P ).
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� finitely approximates every process in BPPA. That is, for allP ∈ BPPA,

∃n ∈ N �0(P ) � �1(P ) � · · · � �n(P ) = �n+1(P ) = · · · = P.
Polarized processes (behaviors) can be finite and infinite. The class of finite behaviors
coincides with BPPA. Following the metric theory of[9] in the form developed as the basis
of the introduction of processes in [3], BPPA has a completion BPPA∞ which comprises
also the infinite processes. Standard properties of the completion technique yield that we
may take BPPA∞ as the cpo consisting of all so-calledprojectivesequences. That is,

BPPA∞ = {(Pn)n∈N | ∀n ∈ N(Pn ∈ BPPA & �n(Pn+1) = Pn)}
with

(Pn)n∈N � (Qn)n∈N ⇔ ∀n ∈ N Pn � Qn
and

(Pn)n∈N = (Qn)n∈N ⇔ ∀n ∈ N Pn = Qn.
For a detailed account of this construction see[2].
In [5] the behavior of programalgebra expressions is given in termsof polarizedprocesses

existing in BPPA. There, a hierarchy of sequential programming languages is based on a
parameter setA of so-calledbasic instructions. These are regarded as indivisible units
and execute in finite time. Furthermore, a basic instruction is viewed as a request to the
environment, and it is assumed that upon its execution a boolean value (true or false) is
returned that may be used for subsequent program control. The lowest level language PGA
has two composition constructs:
Concatenation. If X andYare programs (or ‘program terms’), i.e., closed terms, thenX;Y
is one as well.

Repetition. If X is a program, so is(X)�.
GivenA, the primitive instructions of PGA are the following:
Void basic instruction. All elements ofA are such instructions.
Termination instruction. The termination instruction! yields termination of the program.

It does not modify a state, and it does not return a boolean value.
Positive test instruction. ForeachelementaofA there isapositive test instruction+a.When
executed, the state is affected according toa, and in casetrue is returned, the remaining
sequence of actions is performed. If there are no remaining instructions, inaction occurs.
In the case thatfalse is returned, the next instruction is skipped and execution proceeds
with the instruction following the skipped one. If no such instruction exists, inaction
occurs.

Negative test instruction. For each elementa of A there is a negative test instruction-a.
When executed, the state is affected according toa, and in casefalse is returned,
the remaining sequence of actions is performed. If there are no remaining instructions,
inaction occurs. In the case thattrue is returned, the next instruction is skipped and
execution proceeds with the instruction following the skipped one. If no such instruction
exists, inaction occurs.
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Table 1
Behavior extraction

|!| = S

|a| = a ◦D
|+a| = a ◦D
|−a| = a ◦D

|#k| = D

|!;X| = S

|a;X| = a ◦ |X|
|+a;X| = |X|� a� |#2;X|
|−a;X| = |#2;X|� a� |X|

|#0;X| = D

|#1;X| = |X|
|#k + 2; u| = D

|#k + 2; u;X| = |#k + 1;X|

Forward jump instruction. For any natural numberk, the instruction #k denotes a jump of
lengthk. If there are not that many instructions left in the remaining part of the program,
inaction occurs. Ifk = 0, this jump is to the instruction itself and inaction occurs.

Usingunfolding, capturedby the identityX� = X;X�, polarizedprocesses canbeassigned
to PGA programs—and subsequently to all program notations in the hierarchy—by the
behavior extraction operator| | defined in Table1.

3. Equations for BPPA

BPPA in its simplest form admits no non-trivial equations except for the equations related
to the definition of postconditional prefixing:

a ◦ P = P � a�P.

In the sequel, we shall assume that there exists a basic internal actiont ∈ A which does
not have any side effects and always repliestrue. A concrete action still shows up in the
semantics oft that can be used for step counting purposes.

Definition 3.1. ForP,Q ∈ BPPA

P � t �Q = t ◦ P.

Concrete internal steps can be turned into silent ones by an abstraction operator (see also
[4]) which replaces occurrences oft by silent steps.

Definition 3.2. Let �t : BPPA→ BPPA be defined by

�t (S) = S,

�t (D) = D,

�t (P � t �Q) = �t (P ),
�t (P � a�Q) = �t (P )� a� �t (Q) (a �= t ∈ A).
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Abstraction allows a simpler view of a process, ignoring internal details. However, ab-
straction fromt by means of�t (−) is premature if systems still have to be compared in
terms of execution efficiency, as measured by counting numbers of actions, via properties
of their process descriptions.
Note that abstraction is monotone, i.e.,

Lemma 3.3. For all P,Q ∈ BPPA,

P � Q ⇒ �t (P ) � �t (Q).

Proof. We distinguish four cases:
(1) If P = D, then�t (P ) = D � �t (Q).
(2) If P = S, thenQ = S. Thus,�t (P ) � �t (Q).
(3) If P = P1� a�P2, thenQ = Q1� a�Q2 with P1 � Q1 andP2 � Q2.

(a) If a = t then
�t (P ) = � ◦ �t (P1)

= �t (P1)
� �t (Q1)

= � ◦ �t (Q1)

= �t (Q).

(b) If a �= t then
�t (P ) = �t (P1)� a� �t (P2)

� �t (Q1)� a� �t (Q2)

= �t (Q). �

It follows that abstraction is easily extended to BPPA∞.

Definition 3.4. ForP = (Pn)n∈N ∈ BPPA∞, let

�t (P ) = ⊔

n∈N

�t (Pn).

Proposition 3.5. For all P ∈ BPPA∞, �t (P ) ∈ BPPA∞.

Proof. Let P = (Pn)n∈N. Then for alln,

Pn = �n(Pn+1) � Pn+1.

Since�t is monotone, we have�t (Pn) � �t (Pn+1) for all n ∈ N. Thus,(�t (Pn))n∈N is an
�-chain and therefore directed. Hence,

⊔
n∈N �t (Pn) exists in BPPA∞. �

4. Request and service actions

We consider a simplifiedrendezvousmodel (see[1]) based on concepts introduced by
Ada. The intuition here is that a process—the client—when executed places its request
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actions into a request buffer. These actions are taken from the buffer by another process—
the server. After some processing, prescribed by actions of the server, the server returns its
boolean reply. It is assumed that the servers associated with a client are ordered. Requests
from the client are first offered for processing to the first server. This may refuse the task
whereafter the second server is offered the request and so on. More formally, in reactive
composition we consider lists of processes where the processes later in the list are servers to
the processes earlier in the list. In the next section, we will prove that reactive composition
is associative, which confirms the assumption of a list structure rather than a far more
complicated one.
We shall model the interaction between clients and servers in athread algebra (TA)(as

in e.g.,[6]) for reactive composition which is a design on top of BPPA. Basic actions in TA
are either requests expecting a reply or services promising a reply. Client–server interaction
is introduced via the reactive composition operator (_/_). The intuition is that inP/Q the
request actions ofP are handled by the service actions ofQ. Moreover, inP/Q/R any
request refused byQ is promoted toR. TA may be viewed as client side polarized process
algebra because all running programs and for that reason all threads are viewed as clients
generating requests for their environment.
Request actions are precisely the basic actions inA. In addition, we shall consider the

following service actions:
Catch with positive reaction. ?+ has the following informalmeaning: the server waits until
some request has been issued. Then a replytrue is produced and transferred to the client.
Thereafter,true is returned to the server and the request is deleted from the buffer. If
request is observed inaction occurs (more precisely: the execution of the instruction is
blocked until a request has appeared).

Catch with negative reaction. ?− has the following informal meaning: the server waits
until some request has been issued. Then a replyfalse is produced and transferred to
the client. Thereafter,true is returned to the server and the request is deleted from the
buffer. If request is observed inaction occurs.

Observation. For a ∈ A, ?a has the following informal meaning: the server waits until
some request has been issued. If this request equalsa, a replytrue is returned to the
server, otherwisefalse is returned. In both cases the request remains in the buffer (and
no reply is issued yet to the client).

Promotion. ? works as follows: the server waits until a request has been issued. Then it
refuses the request, thereby forcing the client to issue the request to another server in
its environment. After having been processed by a lower server, the request is deleted
from the buffer andtrue is returned to the server. If no request is observed inaction
occurs.

Definition 4.1. For a collection A of basic actions,A∗ is the set of polarized
requests and servicesconsisting of the basic (request) actions inA and theservice
actions {?,?+,?−,?a | a ∈ A}. TA denotes the family of processes inductively
defined by
Termination: S ∈ TA.
Inaction: D ∈ TA.
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Table 2
Structural operational semantics for service actions

(P � a�Q)/(?+ ◦ F) t−→ P/F (P � a�Q)/(?− ◦ F) t−→ Q/F

(P � a�Q)/F t−→ Y

(P � a�Q)/(F�?a�G) t−→ Y

X/F
a−→ Y

X/(F�?a�G) a−→ Y

(P � a�Q)/G t−→ Y (a �= b)
(P � a�Q)/(F�?b�G) t−→ Y

X/G
a−→ Y (a �= b)

X/(F�?b�G) a−→ Y

X/G
a−→ Y

X/((?◦ F)/G) a−→ Y

Postconditional composition: For actiona ∈ A∗ andprocessesPandQ inTA,P � a�Q ∈
TA. Moreover, for allP,Q ∈ TA andu ∈ {?,?+,?−},

P � u�Q = u ◦ P.
Here, we again abbreviate the postconditional compositionP � u�P by u ◦ P .

Reactive composition: For processesP andQ in TA, P/Q ∈ TA.

The meaning of the service actions can be given more formally by the structural oper-
ational rules in Table2. These rules, however, will not be taken as a formal semantics for
client–server composition. Instead, the point of departure for a rigorous semantics will be
the axiomatization given in Table 3.
When writing examples the following additional service actions are quite useful.

Specific catch with positive reaction. Fora ∈ A, ?a+ has the following informal meaning:
the server waits until some request has been issued. If this request equalsa, a replytrue
is produced and transferred to the client. Thereafter,true is returned to the server and the
request is deleted from the buffer. If the request equalsb for some other requestb ∈ A,
false is returned to the server and the buffer is left intact. If request is observed inaction
occurs.

Specific catch with negative reaction. For a ∈ A, ?a− has the following informal
meaning: the server waits until some request has been placed in the buffer. If this re-
quest equalsa, a replyfalse is produced and transferred to the client, andtrue is
returned to the server. Then the request is deleted from the buffer. If the request equalsb
for some other requestb ∈ A, false is returned to the server. If no request is observed
inaction occurs.

The specific catch instructions can be viewed as an abbreviation of a small program which
first identifies the request and produces the return value thereafter.1

1 The unit operator of[5,12] provides the possibility to view a program as a single action in the setting of
program algebra. Then the following definitions are plausible (though not unique) ?a+ = U(−?a;#3;?+),
?a− = U(−?a;#3;?−).
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Table 3
Equations for reactive composition

(A1) S/F = S
(A2) D/F = D
(A3) (t ◦ P)/F = t ◦ (P/F )
(A4) (P � u�Q)/F = P/F � u�Q/F (u ∈ {?+,?−,?a})

(P1) (?◦ P)/S = D
(P2) (?◦ P)/D = D
(P3) (?◦ P)/(u ◦ F) = u ◦ (P/F ) (u ∈ {?+,?−,?})
(P4) (?◦ P)/(F � u�G) = ((?◦ P)/F )� u� ((?◦ P)/G) (u ∈ {a,?a | a ∈ A})

(R1) (P � a�Q)/S = D
(R2) (P � a�Q)/D = D
(R3) (P � a�Q)/(?+ ◦ F) = t ◦ (P/F )
(R4) (P � a�Q)/(?− ◦ F) = t ◦ (Q/F)
(R5) (P � a�Q)/(F �?a�G) = (P � a�Q)/F
(R6) (P � a�Q)/(F �?b�G) = (P � a�Q)/G (a �= b)
(R7) (P � a�Q)/(?◦F) = P/F � a�Q/F
(R8) (P � a�Q)/(F � b� G) = ((P � a�Q)/F)� b� ((P � a�Q)/G)

Definition 4.2. For alla ∈ A andP,Q ∈ TA we define:
(1) P �?a+ �Q = (?+ ◦ P)�?a�Q,
(2) P �?a− �Q = (?− ◦ P)�?a�Q.

This implies that from the perspective of polarized process algebra the specific catch
instructions will not be taken as primitives.

Definition 4.3. A polarized process component is a pair(�, P ) with P a polarized process
and� a set containing the service actions ofP.

In the remainder of this section we shall give four examples explaining in more detail the
role of service actions.

Examples 4.4.
(1) The first component provides the service of a single boolean value that can be set and

read. We letMb = (�b, Pb) with �b = {?s0+,?s1+,?r+,?r−,?} andPb = Pb(0),
where

Pb(0) = Pb(1)�?s1+ � (Pb(0)�?s0+ � (Pb(0)�?r− � (?◦ Pb(0)))),

Pb(1) = Pb(1)�?s1+ � (Pb(0)�?s0+ � (Pb(1)�?r+ � (?◦ Pb(1)))).
Various comments can be made regarding this example. First of all, it is remarkably
hard to read given its trivial content. One may conclude that recursion equations for
polarized processesmay not be ideally suited for this purpose. A simpler representation
is found if program algebra is used. Here is a description of the same example in terms
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of a programQ, with Pb(0) defined as the behavior ofQ:

label l0:
if request equals s1 then reply true and goto l1
else if request equals s0 then reply true and goto l0
else if request equals r then reply false and goto l0
else promote request to further processes and goto l0
label l1:
if request equals s1 then reply true and goto l1
else if request equals s0 then reply true and goto l0
else if request equals r then reply true and goto l1
else promote request to further processes and goto l1

In the program algebra notation PGLD with labels £n and goto’s ##£n, this program
can be written as follows:
£0; +(?s1+);##£1; +(?s0+);##£0; +(?r−);##£0;?;##£0;
£1; +(?s1+);##£1; +(?s0+);##£0; +(?r+);##£1;?;##£1

Secondly, it may be noticed that the sequencing of the matchings of the request in
the buffer is arbitrary. Some ordering has to be chosen, however. That is not the case
if non-polarized processes are used. As a result no form of non-determinism or choice
enters the picture at this stage.
A non-promoting version ofMb, M∗

b , which only offers the servicess0, s1 andr
without promoting alternative requests to other servers, can begiven byM∗

b = (�∗
b, P

∗
b )

with �∗
b = {?s0+,?s1+,?r+,?r−} andP ∗

b = P ∗
b (0), where

P ∗
b (0) = P ∗

b (1)�?s1+ � (P ∗
b (0)�?s0+ � (?r− ◦ P ∗

b (0))),

P ∗
b (1) = P ∗

b (1)�?s1+ � (P ∗
b (0)�?s0+ � (?r+ ◦ P ∗

b (1))).

(2) Thenext component provides the service of a single natural number that can beusedas a
counter only.We letMnnc = (�nnc, Pnnc)with�nnc = {?s+,?p+,?p−,?z+,?z−,?}
andPnnc = Pnnc(0), where
Pnnc(0) = Pnnc(1)�?s+ � (Pnnc(0)�?p− � (Pnnc(0)�?z+ � (?◦ Pnnc(0)))),

and for alln ∈ N, Pnnc(n+ 1) =
Pnnc(n+ 2)�?s+ �

(Pnnc(n)� ?p+�
(Pnnc(n+ 1)�?z−� (?◦ Pnnc(n+ 1)))).

This process can be approximated by an infinite program given in an informal notation
as follows:

label l0:
if the request equals s then reply true and goto l1
else if request equals p then reply false and goto l0
else if request equals z then reply true and goto l0
else promote request to further processes and goto l0
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label l1:
if the request equals s then reply true and goto l2
else if request equals p then reply true and goto l0
else if request equals z then reply false and goto l1
else promote request to further processes and goto l1
label l2:
if the request equals s then reply true and goto l3
else if request equals p then reply true and goto l1
else if request equals z then reply false and goto l2
else promote request to further processes and goto l2
.....

The non-promoting version ofMnnc isM∗
nnc = (�∗

nnc, P
∗
nnc) with �∗

nnc = {?s+,?p+,
?p−,?z+,?z−} andP ∗

nnc = P ∗
nnc(0), where

P ∗
nnc(0) = P ∗

nnc(1)�?s+�(P ∗
nnc(0)�?p−�(?z+ ◦ P ∗

nnc(0))),

and for alln ∈ N, P ∗
nnc(n+ 1) =

P ∗
nnc(n+ 2)�?s+�(P ∗

nnc(n)�?p+�(?z− ◦ P ∗
nnc(n+ 1))).

(3) The third component allows the use of a single integer value as a counter. We let
Minc = (�inc, Pinc)with �inc = {?s+,?p+,?z+,?z−,?} andPinc = Pinc(0), where
Pinc(0) = Pinc(1)�?s+� (Pinc(−1)�?p+� (Pinc(0)�?z+� (?◦ Pinc(0)))),

and for alln ∈ N, Pinc(n+ 1) =
Pinc(n+ 2)�?s+�

(Pinc(n)� ?p+�
(Pinc(n+ 1)�?z−� (?◦ Pinc(n+ 1))))

andPinc(−n− 1) =
Pinc(−n)�?s+�

(Pinc(−n− 2)� ?p+�
(Pinc(−n− 1)�?z−� (?◦ Pinc(−n− 1)))).

Minc has the obvious non-promoting counterpartM∗
inc = (�∗

inc, P
∗
inc) with �∗

inc =
{?s+,?p+,?z+,?z−} andP ∗

inc = P ∗
inc(0), where

P ∗
inc(0) = P ∗

inc(1)�?s+� (P ∗
inc(−1)�?p+� (?z+ ◦ P ∗

inc(0))),

and for alln ∈ N, P ∗
inc(n+ 1) =

P ∗
inc(n+ 2)�?s+�(P ∗

inc(n)�?p+�(?z− ◦ P ∗
inc(n+ 1)))

andP ∗
inc(−n− 1) =

P ∗
inc(−n)�?s+�(P ∗

inc(−n− 2)�?p+�(?z− ◦ P ∗
inc(−n− 1))).
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(4) The fourth component provides the service of a single stack of bits. We letMbst =
(�bst , Pbst ) with �bst = {?a+,?a− | a ∈ {e, t0, t1, p}} ∪ {?p0+,?p1+,?}, where
e, t0, t1, are instructions testing the empty stack and the top for equality with 0 and 1,
andp0, p1, p push 0, push 1 and pop (with two possible return values, depending on
success). FurtherPbst = Pbst ([ ]), wherePnnc([ ]) = Pbst (0)�?p0+�

(Pbst (1)�?p1+�
(Pbst ([ ])�?p−�

(Pbst ([ ])�?t0−�
(Pbst ([ ])� ?t1−�

(Pbst ([ ])�?e+� ((?◦ Pbst ([ ]))))))))
and for all bit sequences�, Pbst (�0) = Pbst (�00)�?p0+�

(Pbst (�01)�?p1+�
(Pbst (�0)�?t0+�

(Pbst (�0)�?t1−�
(Pbst (�)� ?p+�

(Pbst (�0)�?e−� ((?◦ Pbst (�0))))))))
andPbst (�1) = Pbst (�10)�?p0+�

(Pbst (�11)�?p1+�
(Pbst (�1)�?t0−�

(Pbst (�1)�?t1+�
(Pbst (�)� ?p+�

(Pbst (�1)�?e−� ((?◦ Pbst (�1)))))))).
Its non-promoting counterpart is obtained in the usual way.

5. Equations for reactive composition

In Table 3, the reactive composition operator is axiomatized. We have chosen for a
reduction semantics format as known from work by e.g. Berry and Boudol [7], and Milner
[11]. Note that in Eqs. (R1)–(R7) the left-hand sidea is meant to be different fromt.

Proposition 5.1. For all a, b ∈ A− {t} and allP,Q,F,G ∈ TA,
(1) (P � a�Q)/(F�?a+�G) = t ◦ (P/F ),
(2) (P � a�Q)/(F�?a−�G) = t ◦ (Q/F),
(3) (P � a�Q)/(F�?b+�G) = (P � a�Q)/G = (P � a�Q)/(F�?b−�G) for

a �= b,
(4) (?◦ P)/(F�?a+�G) = (P/F )�?a+�(?◦ P)/G, and
(5) (P �?a+ �Q)/F = (P/F )�?a+� (Q/F).

Proof. This follows from Definition4.2. �
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Reactive composition is a continuous operator on the projective limit model for polarized
processes. Its effect on projective sequences is found by taking the limit of compositions of
approximations.

Lemma 5.2. Reactive composition is monotone in both its arguments, i.e., for all P,P ′,
Q,Q′ ∈ A,

P � P ′ & Q � Q′ ⇒ P/Q � P ′/Q′.

Proof. Straightforward case ramification.�

It follows that the definition of reactive composition can be extended to TA∞ in the usual
way.

Definition 5.3. ForP = (Pn)n∈N,Q = (Qn)n∈N ∈ TA∞, let

P/Q = ⊔

n∈N

Pn/Qn.

Moreover, reactive composition is associative.

Theorem 5.4. For all P,Q,R ∈ TA∞, (P/Q)/R = P/(Q/R).

Proof. Theproof of associativity needs tobedoneonfinite processesonly, its generalization
to infinite processes being immediate on the basis of the projective limit construction. On
finite processes the proof is conducted using structural induction onP and, in some cases,
also onQ andR.
(1) P ∈ {S,D}: Then(P/Q)/R = P/R = P = P/(Q/R) by (A1) and (A2).
(2) P = (t ◦ P ′): Then by (A3)

(P/Q)/R = (t ◦ (P ′/Q))/R
= t ◦ ((P ′/Q)/R)
= t ◦ (P ′/(Q/R))
= (t ◦ P ′)/(Q/R)
= P/(Q/R).

(3) P = P ′ � u�P ′′ with u ∈ {?+,?−,?a}: Then by (A4)

(P/Q)/R = ((P ′ � u�P ′′)/Q)/R
= (P ′/Q� u�P ′′/Q)/R
= (P ′/Q)/R� u� (P ′′/Q)/R
= P ′/(Q/R)� u�P ′′/(Q/R)
= (P ′ � u�P ′′)/(Q/R)
= P/(Q/R).

(4) P =?◦ P ′: We distinguish three cases:
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(a) Q ∈ {S,D}: Then by (A1), (A2), (P1) and (P2)

(P/Q)/R = ((?◦ P ′)/Q)/R
= D/R

= D

= (?◦ P ′)/Q
= (?◦ P ′)/(Q/R)
= P/(Q/R).

(b) Q = u ◦Q′ with u ∈ {?+,?−}: Then by (A4) and (P3)

(P/Q)/R = ((?◦ P ′)/(u ◦Q′))/R
= (u ◦ (P ′/Q′))/R
= u ◦ ((P ′/Q′)/R)
= u ◦ (P ′/(Q′/R))
= (?◦ P ′)(u ◦ (Q′/R))
= (?◦ P ′)((u ◦Q′)/R)
= P/(Q/R).

(c) Q =?◦Q′: We again distinguish three cases:
(i) R ∈ {S,D}: Then by (P1)–(P3)

(P/Q)/R = ((?◦ P ′)/(?◦Q′))/R
= (?◦ (P ′/Q′))/R
= D

= (?◦ P ′)/D
= (?◦ P ′)/((?◦Q′)/R)
= P/(Q/R).

(ii) R = u ◦ R′ with u ∈ {?+,?−,?}: Then by (P3)

(P/Q)/R = ((?◦ P ′)/(?◦Q′))/(u ◦ R′)
= (?◦ (P ′/Q′))/(u ◦ R′)
= u ◦ ((P ′/Q′)/R′)
= u ◦ (P ′/(Q′/R′))
= (?◦ P ′)/(u ◦ (Q′/R′))
= (?◦ P ′)/((?◦Q′)/(u ◦ R′))
= P/(Q/R).

(iii) R = R′ � u�R′′ with u ∈ {a,?a | a ∈ A}: Then by (P3) and (P4)

(P/Q)/R = ((?◦ P ′)/(?◦Q′))/(R′ � u�R′′)
= (?◦ (P ′/Q′))/(R′ � u�R′′)
= ((?◦ (P ′/Q′))/R′)� u� ((?◦ (P ′/Q′))/R′′)
= (((?◦ P ′)/(?◦Q′))/R′)� u� ((?◦ P ′)/(?◦Q′))/R′′)
= ((?◦ P ′)/((?◦Q′)/R′))� u� ((?◦ P ′)/((?◦Q′)/R′′))
= (?◦ P ′)/((?◦Q′)/R′)� u� ((?◦Q′)/R′′)
= (?◦ P ′)/((?◦Q′)/(R′ � u�R′′))
= P/(Q/R).
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(d) Q = Q′ � u�Q′′ with u ∈ {a,?a | a ∈ A}: If u = ?a, then (A4) and (P4) can be
applied to yield associativity. Ifu = t , then by (A3) and (P4)

(P/Q)/R = ((?◦ P ′)/(t ◦Q′))/R
= (t ◦ ((?◦ P ′)/Q′))/R
= t ◦ (((?◦ P ′)/Q′)/R)
= t ◦ ((?◦ P ′)/(Q′/R))
= (?◦ P ′)/(t ◦ (Q′/R))
= (?◦ P ′)/((t ◦Q′)/R)
= P/(Q/R).

If u = a �= t then several cases have to be considered.
(i) R ∈ {S,D}: Then by (P2), (P4), (R1) and (R2)

(P/Q)/R = ((?◦ P ′)/(Q′ � a�Q′′))/R
= (((?◦ P ′)/Q′)� a� ((?◦ P ′)/Q′′))/R
= D

= (?◦ P ′)/D
= (?◦ P ′)/((Q′ � a�Q′′)/R)
= P/(Q/R).

(ii) R = ?+ ◦ R′: Then by (P4) and (R3)

(P/Q)/R = ((?◦ P ′)/(Q′ � a�Q′′))/(?+ ◦ R′)
= (((?◦ P ′)/Q′)� a� ((?◦ P ′)/Q′′))/(?+ ◦ R′)
= t ◦ (((?◦ P ′)/Q′)/R′)
= t ◦ ((?◦ P ′)/(Q′/R′))
= (?◦ P ′)/(t ◦ (Q′/R′))
= (?◦ P ′)/((Q′ � a�Q′′)/(?+ ◦ R′))
= P/(Q/R).

(iii) R = ?−◦R′: This is proved similar to the previous case using (R4) instead of (R3).
(iv) R = R′ �?a�R′′: Then by (P4) and (R5)

(P/Q)/R = ((?◦ P ′)/(Q′ � a�Q′′))/(R′ �?a�R′′)
= (((?◦ P ′)/Q′)� a�((?◦ P ′)/Q′′))/(R′ �?a�R′′)
= (((?◦ P ′)/Q′)� a�((?◦ P ′)/Q′′))/R′
= ((?◦ P ′)/(Q′ � a�Q′′))/R′
= (?◦ P ′)/((Q′ � a�Q′′)/R′)
= (?◦ P ′)/((Q′ � a�Q′′)/(R′ �?a�R′′))
= P/(Q/R).

(v) R = R′ �?b�R′′ with a �= b: This case is again similar to the previous one using
(R6) instead of (R5).
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(vi) R = R′ � b�R′′: Then by (P4) and (R8)

(P/Q)/R = (P/(Q′ � a�Q′′))/(R′ � b�R′′)
= ((P/Q′)� a� (P/Q′′))/(R′ � b�R′′)
= (((P/Q′)�a�(P/Q′′))/R′)�b�((P/Q′)�a�(P/Q′′)/R′′)
= ((P/(Q′ � a�Q′′))/R′)� b� ((P/(Q′ � a�Q′′))/R′′)
= (P/((Q′ � a�Q′′)/R′))� b� (P/((Q′ � a�Q′′)/R′′))
= P/((Q′ � a�Q′′)/(R′ � b�R′′))
= P/(Q/R).

(vii) R =?◦ R′: Then by (P4) and (R7)

(P/Q)/R = ((?◦ P ′)/(Q′ � a�Q′′))/(?◦ R′)
= (((?◦ P ′)/Q′)� a� ((?◦ P ′)/Q′′))/(?◦ R′)
= (((?◦ P ′)/Q′)/R′)� a� (((?◦ P ′)/Q′′)/R′)
= ((?◦ P ′)/(Q′/R′))� a� ((?◦ P ′)/(Q′′/R′))
= (?◦ P ′)/((Q′/R′)� a� (Q′′/R′))
= (?◦ P ′)/((Q′ � a�Q′′)/(?◦ R′))
= P/(Q/R).

(5) P = P ′ � a�P ′′: Againwehave to distinguish a couple of cases. The caseQ ∈ {S,D}
is proved similar to 4(a).
(a) Q = ?+ ◦Q′: Then by (A3), (A4) and (R3)

(P/Q)/R = ((P ′ � a�P ′′)/(?+ ◦Q′))/R
= (t ◦ (P ′/Q′))/R
= t ◦ ((P ′/Q′)/R)
= t ◦ (P ′/(Q′/R))
= (P ′ � a�P ′′)/(?+ ◦ (Q′/R))
= (P ′ � a�P ′′)/((?+ ◦Q′)/R)
= P/(Q/R).

(b) Q = ?− ◦Q′: This case is again similar to the previous one.
(c) Q = Q′�?a�Q′′: Then by (A4) and (R5)

(P/Q)/R = ((P ′ � a�P ′′)/(Q′�?a�Q′′))/R
= ((P ′ � a�P ′′)/Q′)/R
= (P ′ � a�P ′′)/(Q′/R)
= (P ′ � a�P ′′)/((Q′/R)�?a�(Q′′/R))
= (P ′ � a�P ′′)/((Q′�?a�Q′′)/R)
= P/(Q/R).

(d) Q = Q′�?b�Q′′ with b �= a: Again similar to the previous case.
(e) Q =?◦Q′ orQ = Q′ � b�Q′′: At this point a ramification has to be made which

is very similar to 4(d)(i)–(vii). �

In the next section, we employ the associativity of reactive composition by showing how
to emulate a component that provides the service of an integer number counter by combining
a component that counts natural numbers and a component that behaves as a one-bit cell.
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6. Process emulation

We will now consider a key application of the reactive composition concept.
It is often the case that one component is defined in terms of other components by means

of program control. A typical example is the design of a Turing tape in terms of two stacks.
The realization of one component out of others will be calledemulation. Using client–
server composition this matter can be formalized in the following attractive way. Suppose
the following identity holds:

�t (P/G) = F.
Then it is said thatP emulates F on top of G.
As an example we shall consider the emulation of the non-promoting integer number

counter on top of a one bit cell and a non-promoting natural number counter.

Definition 6.1. LetM = (�, P ) with � = {?s+,?p+,?z,?+,?−} and
P = P ′�?s+� (P ′′�?p+� (P ′′′�?z�P)),

where

P ′ = (s ◦ s1 ◦ P)� z� ((s ◦ P)� r � (p ◦ P))
P ′′ = (s ◦ s0 ◦ P)� z� ((p ◦ P)� r � (s ◦ P))
P ′′′ = ?+ ◦ P � z�?− ◦ P.

In the remainder of this section we shall prove thatP indeed emulates a non-promoting
integer counter from a one bit cell and a non-promoting natural number counter.

Definition 6.2. Forn,m ∈ N andQ ∈ {P,P ′, P ′′, P ′′′}, let
Qn,m = Q/Pb(n)/P ∗

nnc(m).

Lemma 6.3.
(1) For n ∈ {0,1},

�t (Pn,0) = �t (P1,1)�?s+�(�t (P0,1)�?p+�(?z+ ◦ �t (Pn,0))).

(2) For all m > 0,

�t (P1,m) = �t (P1,m+1)�?s+�(�t (P1,m−1)�?p+�(?z− ◦ �t (P1,m))).

(3) For all m > 0,

�t (P0,m) = �t (P0,m−1)�?s+�(�t (P0,m+1)�?p+�(?z− ◦ �t (P0,m))).

Proof. The proofs of (1)–(3) are very similar. We only prove (1). First, observe that for
n ∈ {0,1},

Pn,0 = P ′
n,0�?s+�(P ′′

n,0�?p+�(P ′′′
n,0�?z�Pn,0))
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by Proposition 5.1.5. Moreover,

P ′
n,0 = P ′/(?◦ Pb(n))/P ∗

nnc(0) by 5.1.3
= P ′/((?◦ Pb(n))/P ∗

nnc(0))
= P ′/((Pb(n)/P ∗

nnc(0))�?z by 5.1.3,5.1.4
+ �(?◦ (Pb(n)/P ∗

nnc(0))))
= t ◦ ((s ◦ s1 ◦ P)/Pb(n)/P ∗

nnc(0)) by 5.1.1
= t ◦ t ◦ ((s1 ◦ P)/Pb(n)/P ∗

nnc(1)) by 5.1.1,5.1.3,5.1.4
= t ◦ t ◦ ((s1 ◦ P)/Pb(n))/P ∗

nnc(1)
= t ◦ t ◦ t ◦ P/Pb(1)/P ∗

nnc(1) by (3),5.1.2
= t ◦ t ◦ t ◦ P1,1.

Thus,�t (P ′
n,0) = �t (P1,1). Similarly one proves that�t (P ′′

n,0) = �t (P0,1) and�t (P ′′′
n,0) =

?+ ◦ �t (Pn,0). Thus

�t (Pn,0) = �t (P ′
n,0)�?s+�(�t (P ′′

n,0)�?p+�(�t (P ′′′
n,0)�?z��t (Pn,0)))

= �t (P1,1)�?s+�(�t (P0,1)�?p+�(?z+ ◦ �t (Pn,0))). �

In the next proposition we assume that the projection operator is extended to TA in the
obvious way. Note that since specific catch actions are not primitive but are defined in terms
of primitive catches and observation, we have that

�1(P�?a+�Q) = D�?a�D

and

�k+2(P�?a+�Q) = �k(P )�?a+��k+1(Q).

Proposition 6.4. For all k ∈ N,
(1) if n ∈ {0,1} then�k(�t (Pn,0)) = �k(P ∗

inc(0)),
(2) if m > 0 then�k(�t (P0,m)) = �k(P ∗

inc(−m)), and
(3) if m > 0 then�k(�t (P1,m)) = �k(P ∗

inc(m)).

Proof. We employ simultaneous induction onk. If k = 0, this is immediate. Ifk = 1, then

�1(�t (Pn,0)) = �1(�t (P0,m)) = �1(�t (P1,m)) = D�?s�D = �1(P
∗
inc(m))

for allm. If k = 2, then ifn ∈ {0,1},

�2(�t (Pn,0)) = D�?s+�(D�?p�D)
= �0(P ∗

inc(1))�?s+�(D�?p�D)
= �2(P ∗

inc(0)).
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Similarly, it is proved that�2(�t (P0,m)) = �2(P ∗
inc(−m)) and�2(�t (P1,m)) = �2(P ∗

inc(m))

for all m > 0. Finally, if k�3 then, e.g.

�k(�t (P0,m)) = �k−2(�t (P0,m−1))�?s+�
(�k−3(�t (P0,m+1))�?p+�(?z− ◦ �k−3(�t (P0,m))))

= �k−2(P
∗
inc(−m+ 1))�?s+�

(�k−3(P
∗
inc(−m− 1))�?p+�
(?z− ◦ �k−3(P

∗
inc(−m))))= �k(P ∗

inc(−m)).
The two remaining cases follow in a similar fashion.�

Theorem 6.5. �t (P/Pb/P ∗
nnc) = P ∗

inc.

Proof. Since for allk, �k(�t (P0,0)) = �k(P ∗
inc(0)), it follows that�t (P0,0) = P ∗

inc(0). Thus

�t (P/Pb/P
∗
nnc) = �t (P/Pb(0)/P

∗
nnc(0)) = �t (P0,0) = P ∗

inc(0) = P ∗
inc. �

7. Conclusion

Polarized process algebra simplifies non-polarized (symmetric) process algebra by start-
ing at a lower level of abstraction. The simplicity, however, of polarized process algebra is
not a matter of notation. The symmetric notations are significantly simpler. The advantage
of the polarized case in comparison with symmetric process algebra lies in the fact that
a meaningful form of parallel composition can be introduced without any introduction of
non-determinism. This is paid for by having architectural aspects implicit in the reactive
composition operator. Therefore, the philosophical complications of non-determinism and
choice are (initially) absent frompolarized process algebra, thusmaking it amore pragmatic
tool for the analysis of sequential programming systems.
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